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A Co-operative Tower Defense Game
By Helana Hope, Sen-Foong Lim, and Jessey Wright 

INTRODUCTION

Kingdom Rush - A Rift in Time is a campaign game. In this booklet, you’ll find 
10 scenarios of the campaign. Please read the rulebook first and then follow 
the set-up for the first scenario. It is highly recommended to play scenarios 
in the right order because each scenario introduces new gameplay elements and 
together they tell a continuing story. 

SCENARIO



Setup Bonus:

Setup Bonus:

GENERAL SET-UP

sharpshooter 3

marksman 2

1ARCHER

3wizard

adept 2

1mage

3howitzer

2artillery

1bombard

3knights

2footmen

1militia

Set up the Tower supply area to the 
side of the main playing area. The Tower 
supply contains a stack for each level 
and class of Tower cards. There are 4 
columns of stacks organized by Tower 
class and ranked according to level. 
Some scenarios do not allow you

to use some (or even any) level 4 Towers. 
In such a case return them to the box. There 
should be 4 of each level 1 Tower, 3 of each 
level 2 Tower, 2 of each level 3 Tower, and 
2 different level 4 Towers.
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Kingdom Rush - A Rift in Time has three expansions. In each of them, you can 
find new Heroes and Spells. You are allowed to use any Heroes or Spells 
you want in this campaign, although some scenarios will limit the level of Hero 
abilities and levels of Spells you may use. Please follow the instructions of 
each of the scenarios. 

HEROES AND SPELLS SELECTION
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Basic attack

activate 
your Hero

Incoming Towers

TURN SEQUENCE

STARTING TOWERS

LASTING

special ability #1

special ability #2

Spawn new Hordes
Play Tower and Hero cards
Destroy Horde trays
Advance Horde trays
Pick up Tower and Hero cards
Spend Crystals

Lasting abilities are active until 
the end of the round. Keep them face
up on your portrait to remind you.

adept, archer, artillery, militia
archer, bombard, mage
bombard, mage
mage

1
2
3
4
5
6

solo: 
2 players: 
3 players: 
4 players:

If Magnus is on a Building Site,
put  on the target Horde.

MagnusMagnus
spellbanespellbane

HERO

Setup Bonus:

Setup Bonus:
Special Rule:

HeroicHeroic

Heroes cannot
respawn

Challenge

*The iron challenge is a special game mode, where 
you play using heroic difficulty and you have to 
follow special limitations that are specific to each 
of the scenarios. You’ll find an iron challenge 
description in the set up for each scenario. If you 
are not playing Iron Challenge Mode, then ignore 
these descriptions.

After completing a scenario you can use stickers to track your progress on 
the Kingdom Map. If you completed it with a star difficulty, place a number of 
star stickers corresponding to the highest star difficulty level you completed the 
scenario with (1, 2, or 3) over the level flag. If you completed a heroic or iron 
challenge, mark it with the corresponding special sticker. Since iron challenges 
are more difficult versions of the heroic difficulty, if you complete a scenario’s 
iron challenge you can also mark it as having completed it at heroic difficulty.

Please note that on 1 and 2 star difficulty 
levels your team gets extra starting resources 
in the form of additional Crystals and Spells.  
If the scenario does not allow you to use 
Spells, you do not gain any extras.

The game is limited to 12 Crystals, 
should you ever have all 12 Crystals in 
your supply, you cannot gain any more, 
until you have spent some in Phase 6.

Place the Damage tiles for each Tower class 
below its column (see diagram on previous 
page). Place all the Soldier meeples below the 
Militia Towers stack.

Each player chooses a color and takes the 
set of transparent Building site cards in that 
color. You also take the corresponding Player 
color marker and put it front of you as a 
reminder. The set up diagrams in each scenario 
will show you where to put the Building sites. 
Unused Building sites and color markers 
should be returned to 
the box.

Each player picks a 
Hero and takes the 
Hero board, Hero 
miniature, and Damage 
tiles for that Hero. 
Return unused Heroes and their components 
to the box. Each player takes one Heart token 
and places it on their Hero board marking the 

maximum health of that Hero. 

Take your starting Towers from the Tower 
supply as indicated on your Hero board. The 
number of Towers you receive depends on the 
player count. In a solo game, a player has 4 
Towers. In a 2-player game, each player has 3 
Towers. In a 3-player game, each player has 2 
Towers. In a 4-player game, each player only 
gets one Tower. 

Each player takes a Helper card.

Now choose the difficulty settings you wish to 
use for this scenario. There are five difficulty 
levels: 1 star, 2 stars, 3 stars, heroic, and iron 
challenge*. We suggest starting from 3 stars 
and then adjusting the difficulty based on your 
experience in the first scenario.
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66
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Place a number of Heart tokens corresponding 
to the chosen difficulty setting on the table next 
to the Exit tile. These represent the strength 
of the Kingdom. You lose if no Heart tokens 
remain in the Kingdom.

Choose a scenario to play and follow the set 
up instructions for that based on your player 
count.

Place a number of Crystals, as indicated by the 
setup diagram for your player count, next to 
the Exit tile, to form your supply. These are 
your starting Crystals. 

88

99

1010

CALL OF THE WILD

Summon and activate the Wildcat.
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Wave 0

3x Green

Wave 1

4x Yellow

4x Red

Each scenario that introduces new enemies or rules will 
summarize those in a section like this. These sections are 
just quick summaries of the relevant rules. If you have 
questions consult the appendix of the main rulebook.

bottom of 
the spawn 

stack

If a Horde with a Big enemy reaches the 
Kingdom, by crossing the Exit, the Kingdom 
loses 4 Hearts if at least one part of the 
Big enemy is not covered.

Before moving a Horde with Speed icons, if 
any of its Speed icons are showing, it will 
move twice.

Heroes and Soldiers cannot be placed on 
top of Deadly enemies.

To prepare the Spawn stacks take out 
the numbered Spawn token shown in the 
diagram under Map setup, and place 
them on the table in the groups shown. 
In this case; Spawn 1 and Spawn 2 will 
both be assigned to the same stack of 
Horde cards.
Then, using some of the Horde and Portal 
cards you have collected from the box, 
create the Spawn stack according to 
the diagram here. Horde cards should 
be stacked so that the graphic showing 
enemies on it is facing down. When 
creating stacks, if there are multiple 
Hordes of the same Wave and color, mix 
them together and put them randomly 
into the stacks.

Iron challenge  Iron challenge  
Heroes have one  

less Move Point each.RIFT IN TIME

SPECIAL MECHANISMS

SPAWN STACKS

MAP SETUP
Use the Path tiles you have gathered to build the map as 
shown in the illustrations for each player count.

Place the Spawn tokens where indicated.

Beside each Spawn token put the assigned Horde stack 
you created as shown below.

Place the Exit tile where shown.
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Put the remaining Horde cards into trays with the enemy 
graphics face up and place them on the Path in the spaces 
indicated on the diagram. Orient them so that the purple 
line on the Horde card edge is parallel to the Exit.

Place Building sites for each player color as shown.

Once the Building sites are placed, you are ready to play!
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The section with the player count in it shows a summary of 
how many Crystals and Spells the team starts with, and how 
many special abilities each Hero may choose to have.

top of the spawn stack

This section tells you which Portal 
cards, if any, are needed for set up. 
Portal cards have two numbers on the 
back, whereas horde cards only have 
wave icons. The first AA  corresponds 
to the scenario number the Portal is 
used in, and the second BB  is used in 
the set up diagram. For this scenario 
you need portals:

PORTALS

1 1
AA BB

A2

A9

G3

A11

Strange portals have begun to appear 
throughout the Kingdom. From them, foes we 
defended the Kingdom against in the past are 
arriving at our borders. These old enemies 
have rallied the local goblin tribes to once 

again attack the Kingdom. They are joined by 
creatures that we have never seen before! 
You must squash this threat and close those 
portals before we are once again at war!

Heroes do not have any abilities in this scenario. Return 
all ability tiles to the box. Do not use Lilith.

Do not use Spells in this scenario.

Level 4 Towers are not used in this scenario.

All Hordes have a number 
on the back in the bottom 
left corner. This indicates the 
wave they belong to. Select 3 
green Horde cards from the 
Wave 0 set, and 4 yellow and 
4 red from the Wave 1 set.  
If there are ever more 
Hordes in the game box 
than you need of a specific 
color from a specific wave, 
select the number you need 
randomly.

HEROES

SPELLS

TOWERS

HORDES

This section tells you 
what Path tiles are used 
to make the map and 
which side. Path tiles have 
a number and one side is 
side A, the other Side B. 
The smallest map tiles 
have a number and they are 
marked with the letter G on one side 
and the letter P on the other side. 
In Scenario 1 you need tiles A11, G3, 
A2, and A9, as shown here.

PATH TILES

1 1 1 2
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1

11 22

A2

A11G3

MAP SETUP
Use the Path tiles you have gathered to build the map as 
shown in the illustrations for each player count.

Place the Spawn tokens where indicated.

Beside each Spawn token put the assigned Horde stack 
you created as shown below.

Place the Exit tile where shown.
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Put the remaining Horde cards into trays with the enemy 
graphics face up and place them on the Path in the spaces 
indicated on the diagram. Orient them so that the purple 
line on the Horde card edge is parallel to the Exit.

Place Building sites for each player color as shown.

Once the Building sites are placed, you are ready to play!
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When it is time to spawn Hordes from Spawn stacks, 
you will draw 1 Horde card from each Spawn stack for 
each Spawn token assigned to that stack. So, as in 
this scenario, if there are 2 Spawn tokens assigned to 
the same stack it will spawn 2 Horde cards a round.

The section with the player count in it shows a summary of 
how many Crystals and Spells the team starts with, and how 
many special abilities each Hero may choose to have.

SPAWNING RULE

Spell tile

Special abilities

1

11 22

0

0

0

3 Players:

0x

0x

0x

Spell tile

Special abilities

1

11 22

0

0

0

1 Player:

8x

0x

0x

Spell tile

Special abilities

1

11 22

0

0

0

2 Players:

3x

0x

0x

Spell tile

Special abilities

1

11 22

0

0

0

4 Players:

1x

0x

0x

top of the spawn stack

A9

Spell tiles

Spell tiles

Spell tiles

Spell tiles

Special abilities

Special abilities

Special abilities

Special abilities
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